The problem of determining bounds for application completion times running on generic systems comprised of single or multiple voltagefrequency islands (VFIs) with arbitrary topologies is addressed in the context of manufacturing-driven variability. The approach provides an exact solution for the system-level timing yield in single clock, single voltage (SSV) and VFI systems with an underlying tree-based topology, and a tight upper bound for generic, non-tree based topologies. The results show that: (a) timing yield for overall sourceto-sink completion time for generic systems can be modeled in an exact manner for both SSV and VFI systems; and (b) multiple VFI, latency-constrained systems can achieve 11-90% higher timing yield than their SSV counterparts. The results are proven formally and supported by experimental results on two embedded applications, namely software defined radio and MPEG2 encoder.
INTRODUCTION
Driven by aggressive technology scaling, sub-wavelength lithography is causing increased variability in process technology parameters. In addition, due to increased power density and stressed thermal envelope, system parameter variability (e.g., temperature and voltage variation) increases as well. Such process and system parameter variations can manifest themselves across a single die (within-die -WID) or across several dies (die-to-die -D2D). In addition, variations can be systematic or random, static or dynamic in nature.
Irrespective of their source or manifestation, variability poses a major challenge in designing complex single chip systems. Due to increased parameter variation, reliability of logic and memory available on chip decreases significantly. Design methodologies and tools that take into account these variations are needed for all levels of abstraction present in current design flows. While a significant body of work exists for characterizing performance and power consumption in the presence of process-driven variability at low levels of abstraction (i.e., the interface between physical-gate levels) [1] - [4] , models of these effects need to be provided at higher levels of abstraction as well. Current high-level design methodologies and tools (namely targeting register transfer -RT -and system levels) still assume a classic static timing behavior and do not include effects of variability on performance or energy. In such cases, design optimization tools or exploration frameworks are likely to provide suboptimal solutions or designs that might not satisfy given requirements in the presence of severe variability. In support of a complete probabilistic design flow, high-level modeling of variability effects is needed for determining design choices that are most likely to meet initial design constraints.
The work presented in this paper is a starting point in this direction, by enabling high-level analysis of variability on overall system performance and its interactions or trade-offs with energy. As a design driver for our framework we consider the case of complex systems on chip (SoCs) comprised of a set of intellectual property (IP) cores or processing elements. Recently, design methodologies based on voltage-frequency islands (VFI) have been proposed [5] - [7] as a possible solution to energy efficiency by allowing each island to run at its own voltage (speed) such that performance constraints are met, while energy is minimized. Techniques that allow either static or dynamic voltage/speed assignment [5] , [7] for each island have been proposed and shown to increase energy efficiency significantly, under given latency or rate constraints. Although implicitly assumed, the benefits of using multiple clock or voltage islands on variability effects have not been proven so far. This paper provides a formal proof showing that VFI-based systems are more likely to meet timing constraints than their single clock, single voltage (SSV) counterparts, under most general assumptions, that is generic distributions characterizing local VFI clock cycle times. Furthermore, this paper describes practical ways of characterizing overall system variability via stochastic upper bounds for the end-to-end system latency or completion time via stochastic ordering [8] - [11] and simple combinations of multiplication and/or convolution of individual component distributions.
Related Work
This paper addresses the problem of determining the timing yield for latency-constrained systems with an underlying synchronous, single voltage (SSV) or voltage-frequency island-based (VFI) implementation. While statistical timing and power analysis including process-driven variability effects has become a hot area of research recently, the problem has only been addressed at logic/gate levels of abstraction. Statistical timing analysis has been addressed at logic level for the case of generalized distributions [1] , as well as in the case of considering arbitrary correlations and stochastic bounds [2] . Fast heuristics have been proposed for both statistical timing analysis [3] as well as variability aware leakage power estimation [4] . While this is by no means an exhaustive enumeration of existing work in this area, they all address the variability problem at logic/gate level, and do not provide capabilities for composability of these per core (or per module) models for whole system-level analysis of process-driven variability impact. With design refinement starting at higher and higher levels, there is an increased (yet, so far unsupported) need for system-level characterization of variability effects on both performance and power consumption.
Paper Contribution
So far, at system level, performance and power analysis largely relies on "perfect" hardware assumption, that does not include any uncertainties induced by the manufacturing process or dynamic parameter variations. The problem of performance analysis for systems with global asynchronous communication has been addressed before [12] , but neither cases considered process variability impact on overall timing yield or latency variability.
The main contribution of the paper is to provide a first step in the direction of analyzing statistical properties at system level in the presence of variations. Specifically, the approach presented in this paper:
• Provides a general approach for characterizing global system level timing yield for complex systems, relying on generic distributions characterizing individual modules.
• Shows that VFI-based latency-constrained systems are always more likely to meet given timing constraints than their SSV counterparts under the same communication latency assumption. The results presented in this paper can be useful for system developers that need to consider driver applications characterized by real-time latency constraints and thus, need to determine upfront the best design choice for meeting these constraints. Tools supporting this decision as early in the design process as possible are desirable and become mandatory with increased design complexity and variability effects.
PRELIMINARIES AND ASSUMPTIONS
Without loss of generality, we consider the case of systems comprised of a number of synchronous cores, IPs or processing elements (PEs) 1 (homogeneous or heterogeneous). We consider both the case of fully synchronous/single voltage (SSV) systems, as well as the case of systems based on voltage-frequency islands (VFIs). In the latter case, PEs can be assigned to a single VFI (in other words, cores cannot belong to more than one VFI).
A VFI might consist of a single PE or, depending on the physical or design considerations, may include a group of PEs. We assume that power in the case of both SSV and VFI systems is supplied by an offor on-chip source and can be controlled independently for a VFI. This may be achieved by using either on-chip voltage regulators or multiple power grids [13] . Since each VFI is locally synchronous, it is assumed to be clocked using a ring oscillator controlled by the intra-island supply voltage using a digital phased lock loop [14] [15] . In the case of SSV systems, communication is synchronous, point-topoint, while in the case of VFI systems, it is implemented via a modified version of mixed-clock FIFOs [16] that also allows for voltage level conversion.
In both SSV and VFI cases, we assume that the allocation and mapping of various processes or computational kernels of the application to PEs, as well as the number and types of the communication links and PEs have already been determined. We also assume that the processes have already been scheduled on their respective processing elements. For VFI systems, a bounded number of storage cells is available in the mixed-clock FIFOs used between two communicating PEs To this end, the system comprised of communication cores is modeled using a component graph. In a component graph G(V, E), cores are modeled as communicating processes (nodes) that have associated communication channels between them (edges). As shown in Figure 1 ., in the case of SSV systems, all cores/PEs are clocked globally (thus being characterized by correlated latencies via the common cycle time), while in the case of VFI systems, each core/PE is part of a single voltage-frequency island, as noted before (thus being characterized by independently distributed latencies, as local clocks are not correlated).
This paper addresses the impact that process variability has on performance (and associated energy trade-offs) for applications implemented as systems on a chip, using either a SSV or VFI organization. Since variability affects timing yield, natural design drivers for the considered problem are applications characterized by real time rate and deadline constraints. So far, such applications have only been analyzed from a worst-case timing perspective, by using static timing assumptions, without relying on process-induced probabilistic or statistical models for their timing behavior.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
Consider the component graph in Figure 1 . To this end, we will assume the following, without loss of generality:
• The component graph G(V, E) is characterized by the set of nodes V = {1, 2, ...,n} and edges E = {(i, j) | i precedes j}.
• Although the underlying component graph model may include feedback paths, in the theoretical treatment we restrict ourselves to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). General graphs have been shown to be reducible to acyclic component graphs by lumping strongly connected components (SCCs) including feedback loops into supernodes [5] , [17] . As shown in [17] , the processing rates of these supernodes (and thus, their latencies in cycle counts) can be found by averaging across all nodes in the SCC.
• The component graph includes a single source node (s) and a single sink node (S). Graphs including multiple sinks or source nodes can be reduced to this case by adding dummy, zero-latency source (sink) nodes feeding into (from) the actual source (sink) nodes.
• Each node i ( ) in the component graph is characterized by the number of cycles C i it takes to process one item of data (be it, packet -as in the case of networking applications, or macroblock/ frame -as in the case of video streaming applications, for example). While in the most general case, C i 's vary depending on 1 i n ≤ ≤ the workload and type of data processed, we restrict ourselves to considering C i a constant 1 characterizing per core typical or worstcase cycle-count and not a time-varying, workload-dependent variable. This way, we separate the effect of platform-induced variability from the effect of workload-induced variability. We note that C i is application, and not architecture dependent. In other words, it is not related to the number of physical registers/memory elements present in each node of the component graph (in a pipelined or non-pipelined implementation) -the effect of these is included in the actual distribution of the cycle time for node i (T i ).
• If manufacturing process-induced variations are considered, the latency for core i can be modeled as where cycle time of core i (T i ) is characterized by a probability density function (pdf) which includes effects not only from the process, but also from the underlying architecture (via the effective number of independent critical paths). Indeed, as shown in the FMAX model proposed and validated by Intel [18] , the cycle time of as complex design can be characterized by a pdf that is a function of the single gate delay and the effective number of independent critical paths.
Thus, core i latency L i is also characterized by a pdf where is the set of all nodes directly preceding node i (empty set if i is a source node). Λ i is characterized by distribution Φ i (t) and the completion time for sink node S is the overall graph completion time: with distribution . For example, in Figure 1 . the completion time for the component graphs shown is the source-to-sink latency .
• Completion times for nodes are assumed to be structurally correlated only. In other words, only correlations due to underlying topology are considered and thus pdf's f i and cdf's F i are assumed to be independent for all nodes i. In general, process-driven variability inadvertently introduces spatial correlations, in addition to existing structural correlations induced by the interconnect network topology. However, the level of abstraction at which we address this problem is much higher than existing work (i.e., gatelevel). At this coarser level of granularity, it is expected that structural correlations due to system topology will be dominating, while spatial correlations can be considered negligible for all practical purposes. The goal of this work is twofold:
(i)Given the system component graph and associated node distributions, find the resulting distribution for the overall system completion time L (F(t)), and thus the likelihood that a given latency constrained system will satisfy a given timing constraint, under process-driven variations. (ii)Characterize formally and quantitatively the relation between completion time of VFI-based systems and their SSV counterparts, thus allowing system designers to choose one organization versus the other early in the design process depending on their likelihood of meeting required timing constraints. Specifically, while existing work in statistical timing analysis has addressed the problem of finding the timing yield for circuits (or cores) of moderate complexity, the same problem for complex systems comprised of interconnected IPs or cores has not been addressed. Assuming that f i (F i ) have already been determined by a detailed analysis applied to each core or PE, this paper provides a framework for characterizing overall system variability, be it SSV or VFI based, their relationship in terms of timing yield, as well as its impact on system level performance trade-offs.
Stochastic Bounds for Completion Time
Since distributions f i might be general and may not be reducible to well-known forms (e.g., Gaussian), to address the problem of determining the cdf F for the end-to-end latency, we rely on the concept of stochastic bounding which has been used before, but in the context of statistical timing analysis at lower levels of abstraction (i.e., gate-level) [2] . Since we assume that spatial correlations can be neglected at this level of abstraction (as described before) we will rely only on including the impact of structural correlations due to the inter-core communication topology. For determining bounds on graph completion time, we use the concept of stochastic ordering [19] and positively associated variables [20] . [11] that stochastic ordering can be used to characterize upper bounds for positively associated random variables.
Indeed, if variables of random vector
are an independent version of (i.e., are mutually independent and , have the same probability distribution), then , and thus X is an upper bound for X. Stochastic ordering is preserved across multiplication and convolution of distributions [19] . If random variables above are path or node latencies in a component graph, note that the product 1. Since this paper does not target computation/communication analysis or trade-offs, the communication latency is assumed to be lumped in C i . The difference between SSV and VFI systems communication latency modeling will become apparent in the sequel. 2. While the proposed framework assumes continuous distributions throughout the paper, it can be easily extended to discrete distributions.
distribution corresponds to a parallel combination of nodes or paths (all of them need to satisfy timing constraints), while convolution corresponds to a series combination (their sum needs to satisfy given timing constraints). Existing work in determining stochastic bounds for graph completion times [8] - [11] , [21] have all relied on building new graphs for which computing completion times is easy to perform via product or convolution operations, such as the case of series-parallel DAGs. These newly built graphs are characterized by completion times that stochastically bound the initial graph completion time, but are easier to compute since they rely only on using multiplication and convolution of cdf's. To determine upper or lower bound seriesparallel combinations for a given initial graph, simple node/arc addition or removal is used. Intuitively, insertion of edges (arcs) in the original graph increases dependencies, thus leading to an upper bound on execution time, while deletion of arcs causes less dependencies and smaller execution times (hence a lower bound). Furthermore, path latencies in the new graphs are random variables that form an independent version of the initial positively associated latencies, and thus provide stochastic bounds for overall completion time.
One of the deterministic algorithms that can be automated and applied for generic component graphs is due to Shogan and relies on duplicating nodes so as to obtain a tree graph G with paths that stochastically upper bound completion times of the original graph G. Since the approach is deterministic in manner, the achieved bound is tighter than other heuristics that try to find series-parallel upper bound graphs. The result has been proven formally in [21] :
1 Consider a component graph G(V, E). Stochastic upper bounds for node and overall graph completion time can be found from its associated graph G(V, E) defined as follows: (i)If i is a source node in G(V, E), let G i be the graph containing the single node i. The cdf for completion time of node i in G i is defined as .
(ii)If i is not a source node, let G pred(i) be the graph obtained by considering all G j in parallel, where j is a direct predecessor of i in the original component graph. Thus, G i is defined as the graph connecting G pred(i) in series with node i, with cdf for node i defined as .
(iii)If j are all sink nodes in the original graph, G is obtained by considering all G j in parallel (connected in series with a dummy node if originally there is more than a sink node). In this case, the cdf for the overall completion time of graph G is given by which provides a stochastic upper bound for the original graph completion time: Λ G Λ G .
Completion Time in VFI vs. SSV Systems
The theoretical formulation presented in Section 3.1. provides a means of bounding execution time for systems comprised of cores or IPs characterized by independent, generic distributions. More precisely, the formulation makes a very important assumption, that is, there are no other constraints among execution times of various cores. However, in SSV systems this assumption does not hold true. Consider, for example, the case of SSV from Figure 1 . -in this case, the latency for core i is , where T is the global clock cycle time (the same for all cores). For given cycle counts per core (typically obtained by worst-case or typical case analysis or profiling), per core latencies are constrained: . Thus, the probability that a given path p j with latency π j in the component graph satisfies a constraint t can be expressed as: (2) which is different than the same probability in the VFI case where cores are not constrained by a global clock speed:
While for equation (3) variables t i 's are not restricted to be multiples of a single global clock cycle time and a true convolution is applicable for determining the overall probability, the same is not true for equation (2) . Furthermore, we will show formally that the probability in (2) is smaller than the one in (3), thus making SSV systems less likely to meet timing constraints. To be able to compare the two cases, one might wonder if an equivalent algorithm for determining stochastic upper bounds exists for SSV systems. We show that this is indeed possible:
2 Consider a component graph of an SSV system G SSV (V, E). Stochastic upper bounds for node and overall graph completion time can be found from its associated graph G SSV (V, E) defined as in Lemma 1, except for equation (1) which is replaced by:
where .
We are now able to prove that SSV systems are less likely to meet timing constraints than their VFI counterparts. The result is shown in the following two theorems. Theorem 1. Consider the distribution (cdf) family and associated pdf's , . Let {α i } be a set of fixed non-negative numbers with and . Then .
1. The proof can be found in [11] . Pr L 1 6
Remaining proofs can be found in [22] .
Theorem 1 can be used to formally show that SSV are less likely to meet timing constraints under process-driven variations than their VFI counterparts in the case of series-parallel (and thus, tree) topologies. The result is shown in the following theorem. Theorem 2. Consider the SSV and VFI systems as in Figure 1 . Assuming that the communication latency is the same for both SSV and VFI systems, for the case of series-parallel topologies, if and are their corresponding completion times, then:
for any . In other words and thus, the SSV system is less likely to meet timing constraints than its corresponding VFI counterpart.
The theoretical results shown in this section can be used to determine how much likelier is a VFI system to satisfy given timing constraints than a SSV system. For a given required timing yield, the gap between the two completion times can be used to check whether additional latency due to inter-island communication will reduce this gap and if any leftover difference between completion times can be traded-off for energy efficiency. More specifically, consider completion times , for timing yield y (i.e., completion times for which probability is exactly y: , ). The VFI system can tolerate any synchronization penalty that satisfies , and can use any leftover slack for further reducing energy, while maintaining the same performance as the original SSV system by assigning voltages to local VFIs, under given latency constraints. Recent work [5] has shown that this is possible for VFI systems with significant reduction in overall energy requirements.
RESULTS
We have implemented the algorithm described in Lemmas 1 and 2 for determining upper bounds for the expected completion times for general DAG structures, for both VFI and SSV system. For the case of general component graphs with feedback loops or cycles, we have applied the technique from [5] [17] for replacing strongly connected components (SCCs) of the graph with supernodes. As shown in [17] , the processing rates of these supernodes (and thus, their latencies in cycle counts) can be found by averaging across all nodes in the SCC. The complexity of this conversion algorithm is linear in the number of nodes and edges in the component graph. Based on the upper bound (tree-like) component graph counterparts, we have implemented the algorithms for determining the upper bounds for completion time in SSV and VFI implementations, as shown in Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively. The two algorithms require O(n 2 ) multiplications and O(n) convolutions (only for Lemma 1) and thus have manageable time complexity (n is the number of PEs/cores). To assess the validity of the presented theoretical results, we have considered two applications that are typically latency constrained: software defined radio and MPEG-2 encoder. As shown in Figure 3 ., both have series-parallel topologies, while MPEG-2 encoder (Figure 3.(b) ) includes a feedback loop. The three nodes involved in the corresponding SCC (Pred+Add, DCT+Quant, and IDCT+Iquant) can be lumped into a single node, such that the resulting topology in this case is a simple series combination.
Both design drivers are characterized by a simple linear pipeline topology, and thus, the cdf's as described in Lemma 1 and 2 are exact results, and not bounds. For each module part of software defined radio or MPEG-2 encoder, we have assumed the cycle counts and the core information shown in Table 1 . The nominal clock speed of the Hitachi SH3 cores was 60MHz, while the one for the ARM7TDMI cores it was 133MHz. To model manufacturing process-driven variations, we have assumed that the cycle time per domain is distributed normally, with mean value given by the nominal critical path delay, and standard deviation of 20% [23] . However, our approach is general and can deal with any type of generic distributions, not only normal distributions.
We have computed the cdf for each module and overall system level cdf for completion time of each application shown in Figure  3 .(a)-(b) for both SSV and VFI cases ( Figure 4 . and Figure 5 .). As it can be seen in the figures, results verify empirically our proven theoretical result by showing the VFI systems are more likely to satisfy a given latency constraint than their SSV counterparts. Considering the 50% yield target for SSV completion time as the baseline, we note that VFI systems are 80% (software radio) to 90% (MPEG-2 encoder) more likely in satisfying the given latency constraint, achieving a 90-95% yield. In the case of an 80% yield target for SSV completion time, VFI systems have a 99% yield (or 24% more likely in satisfying the same latency target), while for a 90% yield target for SSV completion time, VFI systems ensure a 100% yield (or 11% more likely) in meeting the given latency constraint.
CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a first step in the direction of analyzing statistical properties at system level in the presence of variations. To this end, we have described a general approach for characterizing global system level timing yield for complex systems, relying on generic distributions characterizing individual modules. We also showed formally and empirically that VFI-based latency-constrained systems are always more likely to meet given timing constraints than their SSV counterparts, under the same communication latency 
